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Abstract. This paper shows how big data can be experimentally used at large
scale for marketing purposes at a mobile network operator. We present results
from a large-scale experiment in a MNO in Asia where we use machine
learning to segment customers for text-based marketing. This leads to
conversion rates far superior to the current best marketing practices within
MNOs.
Using metadata and social network analysis, we created new metrics to
identify customers that are the most likely to convert into mobile internet users.
These metrics falls into three categories: discretionary income, timing, and
social learning. Using historical data, a machine learning prediction model is
then trained, validated, and used to select a treatment group. Experimental
results with 250 000 customers show a 13 times better conversion-rate
compared to the control group. The control group is selected using the current
best practice marketing. The model also shows very good properties in the
longer term, as 98% of the converted customers in the treatment group renew
their mobile internet packages after the campaign, compared to 37% in the
control group. These results show that data-driven marketing can significantly
improve conversion rates over current best-practice marketing strategies.
Keywords: Marketing, Big Data, Machine learning, social network analysis,
Metadata, Asia, Mobile Network Operator, Carrier
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Introduction

For many people in Asia, mobile phones are the only gateway to the
Internet. While many people have internet capable phones, they are often not aware
of their capabilities. The overall penetration of internet in these countries is very small
which causes a large digital discrepancy [1]. In the market of this study, internet
penetration is less than 10%.
Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) commonly use texts as a way to raise
customer awareness of new products and services - and to communicate with their
customers. In Asian markets, MNOs typically run thousands of text campaigns a year,
resulting in customers receiving several promotional texts per month. Making sure
they are not seen as spammers by customers but rather as providing useful
information is a major concern for MNOs. For this particular operator, the policy is to

not send more than one text per customer every 14 days. This limit is currently maxed
and is preventing new campaigns from being launched.
Targeting, deciding which offer to send to which customer, often relies on the
marketing team’s “gut-feeling” of what the right audience is for this campaign. In a
recent IBM study, 80% of marketers report making such decisions based on their
“gut-feeling” [2]. A data-driven approach might lead to an increased efficiency of
text-based campaigns by being one step closer to delivering “the right offer to the
right customer”. For example, previous research showed that data-driven approaches
can reliably predict mobile phone and Facebook user’s personality [3-5,18], sexual
orientation [6], or romantic relationships [7].
Our data-driven approach will be evaluated against the MNO’s current bestpractice in a large-scale “internet data” experiment [8,9]. This experiment will
compare the conversion rates of the treatment and control groups after one
promotional text.
We show that this data-driven approach using machine learning and social network
analysis leads to higher conversation rates than best-practice marketing approach. We
also show that historical natural adoption data can be used to train models when
campaign response data is unavailable
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Best practice

The current best practice in MNOs relies on the marketing team’s experience to
decide which customers should receive a text for a specific campaign. The marketing
team typically selects customers using a few simple metrics directly computed from
metadata such as call sent, call received, average top-up, etc. For this particular
“internet data” campaign, the marketing team recommended to use the number of text
sent and received per month, a high average revenue per user (ARPU) [10], and to
focus on prepaid customers. Table 1 shows the variables used to select the control
group, the customers that, according to the marketing team, are the most likely to
convert.
The control group is composed of 50 000 customers selected at random amongst the
selected group.
Table 1: Variables used to select the control group
Sending at least four text per month
Receiving at least four text per month
Using a data-enabled handset
‘Accidental data usage’ (less than 50kb per month)
Customer in medium to high ARPU segment (spending at
least 3.5 USD per month)
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Data-driven approach

3.1

Features

For each subscriber in the experiment, we derive over 350 features from metadata,
subscription data, and the use of value added services. Earlier work show the
existence of influence between peers [11,12] and that social influence plays an
important role in product adoption [13,14]. We thus inferred a social graph between
customers to compute new features. We only considered ties where customers
interacted more than 3 times every month. The strength of ties in this social graph is a
weighted sum of calls and texts over a 2-month period. Using this social graph, we
computed around 40 social features. These include the percentage of neighbors that
have already adopted mobile internet, the number of mobile data users among your
closest neighbors (ranked by tie strength), or the total and average volume of data
used by neighbors.
3.2

Model

We develop and train the model using 6 months of metadata. As the outcomes of
previous mobile internet campaigns were not stored, we train our model using natural
adopters. We then compare these natural adopters, people who just started using
mobile internet, to people who over the same period of time did not use mobile
internet. Our goal is to identify the behavior of customers who 1) might be interested
in using internet and who 2) would keep using mobile internet afterwards. We then
select 50 000 natural adopters and 100 000 non-internet users at random out of these
groups. Note that natural converters are only a way for us to extract characteristics of
customers who are likely to convert. The conversion rates are likely to have been
better if we had access to data about previous campaigns and previously persuaded
adopters.
Table 2. Training set
Sample
Classifier
size
50k
Natural adopters

100k

Reference users not using
internet

Definition
Less than 50KB of data per month from
December to March (accidental data usage). More
than 1MB of data per month in April and May
No internet usage

We tested several modeling algorithms such as support vector machine and neural
networks to classify natural converters. The final model is a bootstrap aggregated
(bagging) decision tree [15] where performance is measured by accuracy and
stability. The final model is a trade-off between accuracy and stability where, based
on earlier experience, we put more weight on stability. The accuracy of the final
model is slightly lower than other considered models. The bagging decision tree
however turned out to be more stable when tested across different samples.
The final cross-validated model only relies on a few key variables. Only 20 features
out of the initial 350 where selected for the final model. Table 3 shows the top 10
most useful features to classify natural converters as ranked by the IBM SPSS

modeler data mining software. The features tagged as binned are handled by the
software optimal binning feature.
Table 3. Top 10 most useful features to classify natural converters. Ranked by importance in the model.
Rank Type
Description
1
Social learning Total spending on data among close social graph neighbors
2
Discretionary
Average monthly spending on text (binned)
income
3
Discretionary
Average monthly number of text sent (binned)
income
4
Discretionary
Average monthly spending on value added services over text
income
(binned)
5
Social
Average monthly spending on data among social graph neighbors
Learning
6
Data enabled handset according to IMEI (Yes/No)
7
8
9
10

3.3

Social
Learning
Social
Learning
Timing

Data volume among social graph neighbors
Data volume among close social graph neighbors
Most used handset has changed since last month
Amount of ‘accidental’ data usage

Out-of sample validation

Before running the experiment, we validated our model on natural adopters in a
new, previously unseen, sample using other customers and another time period. The
performance on historical data is measured using lift curves. Fig. 1 shows a lift of
around 3 among the 20% highest scored customers. This means that if we were to
select the 20% highest scored customers, the model would predict 3 times better than
selecting at random from the sample.

Fig 1. Out-of-sample validation of the model using lift curves. (a) is the gain if customer were selected at
random while (b) shows selection by using the model.

We then select the treatment group using our model. We let the marketing team pick
their best possible (control) group first and then specifically excluded them when
selecting our treatment group. The treatment group is composed of the top 200 000
customers with the highest score. This represents approximately well under 1% of the
total customer base.
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Experiment

A large-scale experiment is then run to compare our data driven approach to the
current best-practice in MNOs. The approaches will be compared using the
conversion rates of the control and treatment group.
In this experiment, the selected customers receive a text saying that they can
activate a 15MB bundle of data usage for half of the usual price. The 15MB have a
limited validity and are only valid for 15 days. The customer can activate this offer by
sending a text with a code to a short-number. This is a common type of campaign and
is often used in this market. The text contains information about the offer and
instructions on how to activate it.
The conversion rates between treatment and control group were striking. The
conversion rate in the treatment group selected by our model is 6,42% while the
conversion rate of the control group selected using the best-practice approach is only
0.5%, as shown in Fig. 2. The difference is highly significant (p-value < 2.2e-16). Our

data-driven approach leads to a conversion rate 13 times larger than the best-practice
approach.

Fig 2. (a) Conversion rate in the control (best practice) and treatment (data-driven approach) groups. (b)
the percentage of converted people who renewed their data plan after using the volume included in the
campaign offer. Error bars are the 95% confidence interval on the mean using the blaker method

The goal of this campaign is not only to have customers take this offer but also to
have them renew it after the trial period. We thus compare the renewal rate, customers
buying another data plan after using the half-priced package, between the converted
people in the two groups. Here too, the results are striking and highly significant (pvalue < 2.2e-16). We find that while 98% of converted people in the treatment group
buy a second, full price package, only 37% of the converted people in the control
group renew their plan. This means that 6.29 % of the treatment group is converted in
month two, compared to 0.19% of the control group.
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Discussion

Although it was not a goal for our data-driven approach to be interpretable, a
posteriori categorization of the features selected by our model leads to some
interesting qualitative insights. Indeed, most of the features fall under three
categories: discretionary income, timing, and social learning, see Table 3.
Discretionary income was expected by the marketing team to be important overall.
They hypothetised that customers with a high total ARPU would be more likely to
convert. The model does however not select total spending as an important variable to
help predict conversion. In fact, looking at the ARPU of those who received an SMS
and then adopt, we see that the low ARPU segment is slightly overrepresented. Our
text and data focused discretionary spending variables are however selected as
important by the model. Text and data focused spending variables seem to contain
relevant information to help predict adoption more than overall spending.
Timing measured through using a new phone is our 9th most useful feature.

Finally, the social learning features we computed for this study turn out to be very
helpful to help classify the natural converters. The total spending on data among the
closest social graph neighbors is our most predictive feature.
Using social features in selecting customers for the offer might have improved the
retention rates. We speculate that the value customers derive from mobile data
increases when their neighbors are also mobile data users. In other words that we
expect that a network externality effect exists in mobile internet data. This means that
selecting customers whose closest neighbors are already using mobile data might have
locally used this network effect to create the lasting effect we observe with very high
retention rate in the second month.
The success of this pilot study triggered new technical developments and
campaign data are now being recorded and stored. Future models might be refined
using this experimental data and new insights might be uncovered using statistical
models or interpretable machine learning algorithms. We also plan to refine the
different attribute categories; social learning, discretionary income, and timing and to
use them a priori in further model building.
The marketing team was impressed by the power of this method and is now
looking into how this can be implemented in the MNO’s operations and used more
systematically for future campaigns. They see such data-driven approach to be
particularly useful to help launch new products where little prior experience exists.
This was the case with this campaign as the overall mobile internet penetration rate in
the country is very low. The marketing team usually learns what the right segment for
a new product through extensive trial-and-error.
When performing research on sensitive data, privacy is a major concern. [16,17]
showed that large scale simply anonymized mobile phone dataset could be uniquely
characterized using as little as four pieces of outside information. All sensitive
information in this experiment was hashed and only the local marketing team had the
contacts of the control and treatment groups.
We believe our findings open up exciting avenues of research within data-driven
marketing and customer understanding. Using behavioral patterns, we increased the
conversion rate of an internet data campaign by 13 times compared to current bestpractice. We expect such an approach will greatly reduce spamming by providing the
customer with more relevant offers.
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